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Like many replacement crews that were being sent to the European Theater of
Operations (ETO) we were being sent overseas to join a combat unit in the
Mediterranean area from replacement depots located in North Africa called
“Repple Depple’s”. Our delivery was made by the Air Transport Command (ATC),
the Army’s airline I guess it could be called, and one of the unusual parts of the trip
for us was earning the ‘Short Snorter’ as we crossed the equator on 9 November
1943.

Our crew had finished our training and had been assigned a brand-new B-25
G. This was a beautiful machine. It had lots of firepower (for those days) with a 75-

mm cannon (3”) in the solid nose and four .50’s too. So with the addition of a couple
of .50’s on each side of the aircraft we had 14 machine guns and a 75mm cannon.
Eleven forward firing, two waist (one each side, two in the tail turret) and the
cannon in the nose…a bunch.
Around the air base at Greenville, South Carolina it was the practice for the
pine trees to be cut back from the highways. This gave us just enough room for our
“Hot Pilot” Lt. Storey Larkin to fly on the deck lifting up over the cars on the
highway. We left many surprised motorists on the road and at times in the ditches
alongside those rural roads.
One afternoon we brought back some telephone wire and about three feet of
pine tree in our right wing. We were shortly on our way overseas...training for our
crew was finished. Only one problem…we couldn’t take our own plane. They
needed to strengthen the cockpit sides that had been damaged during the previous
week’s missions test firing on the ranges, add some armor plate where the blister
guns were mounted and repair the wing. So, we went ATC (Air Transport
Command) bag and baggage.
The first stop on our way to the war was Miami Beach and a hotel with a
pool and the ocean to swim in. It was great except that we were on our way overseas
and couldn’t stay long. Just a few days and then we were off. This is where we
started taking Atabrine pills, which was supposed to keep you from getting malaria
and turned us all ‘yellow’ because of the dye in the pills. There is malaria in South
America and even later we found that the disease was prevalent on Corsica too. We
were alerted in the afternoon that we would depart early the next morning the 8th
of November 1943.
Leaving Hunter Field in Florida at 3:15 a.m. we flew in a C-46, commonly
known as a Curtis Commando south across the Caribbean to Puerto Rico where we
stopped for fuel and lunch. The first night of the flight was spent in Georgetown
British Guyana. Again an early departure for the leg to Belem and on the way I
spotted a downed aircraft and notified the ATC crew so when we landed in Belem I
was sent to Headquarters to confirm what I had seen and where I had seen it. This
aircraft, a C-54, had crashed and had been missing for several days and it was
important for them to have located it to see if there were any survivors in the very
dense jungle.
The narrow olive drab door banged
open and the aircrew’s navigator and radiooperator emerged into the main cabin of the
ATC’s (Air Transport Command) C-46
Curtis Commando. I
was occupied in looking out the side window at
the jungle of South America some 5,000 feet
below slide under the right wing and I turned
to see what caused the commotion. They made

their way past the tied down cargo and our crew’s luggage in the center of the cabin
and gathered us together as we were seated on hard aluminum bench seats lining
the inside of the airplane with un-used webbed seat belts on the seats under the
small windows. The interior was bare bones with exposed aluminum ribs showing
the rivets holding the thin aluminum skin on the aircraft and all painted, of course,
in GI olive drab.
This is the time I became a member of the famed ‘Short Snorter” airman’s
club after crossing the equator earlier in the flight. The four members of the ATC
crew participated in the event signing up our entire crew.
The date was November 9, 1943. They asked us if we wished
to join an exclusive Air Crew Club and we, of course,
replied, that we would. The rules they said were of give
them a one dollar bill so they could sign it for us and after
signing all the dollars we would become members in good
standing of the “Short Snorter Club”. Only those who had
flown across the equator, they said could become members
and we had just qualified for the honor. So we all signed
each other’s dollar bills including the pilot and co-pilot who
was still up front flying the airplane. They explained the
rules and as I remember them they went like this…when
asked to produce our Short Snorter Bill and we failed to
produce it, we had to buy a drink for everyone present.
When meeting for the first time we would not only challenge
those present but had to sign all the other Short Snorter
members’ bills available.
Soon after our impromptu ceremony was concluded
the right engine started to smoke, miss, splutter and cough so the flight crew rushed
back to the cockpit to see what was happening. The right engine was soon shut down
and propeller feathered so we were on single engine in a heavily loaded transport.
Mayday…mayday the radio-operator radioed and we were ordered to make our
emergency landing at Adacento Field in Fortaleza, the nearest field. We were on the
leg from Belem to Natal flying south when we made that single engine forced
landing in a heavily loaded C-46. Some fun.
We spent a few days in Fortaleza from the 10th to the 14th enjoying the fresh
pineapples dumped from off a dump truck on the mess hall steps each afternoon.
We could also go into town for a T-bone steak dinner for 45 cents or chicken dinners
that were a whopping 35 cents. I bought a pair of boots for five bucks and was very
unhappy when they wore out. We called them Belem boots but later found that they
were called ‘Karachi’ boots, the concept having been originated in India. Finally we
were on our way to Natal in a Douglas C-47 Dakota a slightly smaller version of the
C-46 leaving at 3:30 in the afternoon for a two-hour flight to Natal. Hunter Field in
Florida was 3,730 miles behind us.

Natal, Brazil was the jumping off spot for Dakar on the west coast of Africa
some 1,870 miles. It is the shortest distance across the Atlantic with only Accession
Island out there somewhere. We crossed in a converted B-24 Liberator heavy
bomber. A C-87 they called it and it was stripped of guns and anything not needed
for the flight but with gas tanks added to the bomb bay for the distance across the
Atlantic. It was extremely uncomfortable, cold and crowded with our gear and all
the passengers.
On 15 November our next stop was on the West African Gold Coast. Dakar,
Africa, a 10- hour flight that brought us there in the afternoon with the golden sun
slanting across the airfield and town. If only I had a camera. Speaking of the town,
Dakar was dirty, small and smelly with drainage ditches along the road used as
latrines by anyone, anytime. The base had a good PX, but outside the heat, dust,
flies, and mosquitoes were almost over whelming. We looked over the town from a
6x6 truck that transported us to our quarters on the airfield for the night.
Leaving Dakar on the 16th we flew in a C-47 across miles and miles of
brown, dry desert. The Atlas mountain range showed up with snow-covered
mountains. Peaks there reach 14,000-feet and since we needed fuel our aircraft
landed in Atar, smack dab in the middle of a very hot nowhere. What greeted us
was a small collection of red mud huts and a couple of limp, dusty, palm trees and
lots of gooks, a not too good term for the local natives. Hordes of monstrous flies
buzzed into our mouths and nostrils and you quickly learned to breathe through
your nose that meant keeping your mouth shut, and nose and ears covered while the
refueling took place. The ground crew poured 100 octane aircraft gasoline through
chamois skin filters into the aircraft from 55-gallon cans, a time consuming process.
Then when the C 47 was ready for take off the engineer crew chief closed the door
and adding more discomfort in addition to the desert heat, walked through the
plane spraying DDT from several spray cans that left us all choked up. While it got
rid of the flies it sickened us all. The dusty dirt strip airfield was a north/south affair
and we turned the aircraft towards the north into the wind and took off.
We flew on to Marrakech, Morocco, arriving on 16 November and found a
town that we really enjoyed. Mud walls, date trees, a very exotic looking place
complete with colorfully robed street vendors sold deep-fried breads, dates, ices, and
many varieties of fruit and all sort of leather goods.
After a 6 a.m. take-off we arrived in Casablanca at noon. It was cold there
after the desert heat and we welcomed it. It was a nice city to visit and was our first
time landing on perforated steel runways. Then to Oran for fuel and on farther east
to Algiers, Maison Blanche Field and that night we were treated to our first air raid.
It involved the harbor, ships and the city close to it and was exciting…our first taste

of war. Searchlights slashing the sky, anti-aircraft bursts throughout the city,
bombs bursting around us while, aircraft engines were growling overhead. Some
fires set by the raid were threatening.
Visiting the Casbah was an exciting adventure while wandering through the
narrow, smelly dark and dank streets; it wasn’t long before our little band of fliers
wanted to get back to the safety of the field. While there it rained most of the time
making it muddy and cold. It was, after all November the wintertime in North
Africa.
Leaving Maison Blanche we headed southeast but diverted to Tunis. The
airfield at Telergma our original destination was socked in and we could not land so
we spent the 18th and 19th just waiting for the weather to clear. All around the
Tunis strip were shell holes, bomb craters, and many deep slit trenches that zigzagged the area; it was truly a war zone. The next day we arrived at the “repple
depple” (replacement depot) in Telergma. It was a windy, barren, rocky, cold place
with some barren hills to the south. We had lots of difficulty driving those oak
stakes into the ground to hold our tent in place allowing us to get out of the rain.
Going to chow was no delight. Meals consisted mainly of cans of Crations heated in big GI garbage cans. We would trudge over that rocky, wind
swept ground, mess kits rattling, to a building, which had 4 or 5 gasoline heaters
with 55-gallon garbage cans on them located outside on a concrete pad. Two were
full of C-ration cans heating in the water and the other contained hot water for
cleaning and sterilizing our mess kits. The water in these was so hot that you dared
not drop your mess gear into it…or else. Our menu was stew. We ate it for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. This went on for a week or so until we supplemented
our canned C-ration meals with dates, oranges, tangerines, eggs and some Arab
bread. It was rainy, windy and cold most of the time and even three wool GI
blankets were not enough to keep any of us warm on that hard, rocky Algerian
ground. Somehow we managed the four day stay in these conditions in the cold
North African desert that ended 24 November 1943.
Telergma was the end of our ATC flight of
9,086 air miles to the war in Europe and the empty
C-47 headed into the wind and took off. It had taken
us 17 days to get to Telergma, in Algeria including
that lay over due to the forced landing in Fortaleza in contrast to my 14 day return
to New York in 1944 via Liberty ship and I never did find out what had been
learned about that downed C-54 I discovered in the Brazilian jungle.
My ‘Short Snorter’ never did pay off as it was outlined all those years ago in
the skies of South America by those ATC guys and I am still hopeful that one day
someone will say “are you a Short Snorter” and if so show me the proof’ so I could
sign his Short Snorter bill.

Diary of my ATC* flight from
Florida to North Africa/Corsica
November 7, 1943 - January 21, 1944

* ATC. Air Transport Command
Nov. 7. Sun. Alerted this noon. Moved to 8th floor. MP’s guard us all the time.
Expect to leave tomorrow a.m.
Nov. 8. One year in Army! Took off at 4:30 a.m. (Morrison Field-west of Palm
Beach) for Puerto Rico. Landed there, then on to Georgetown, British
Guiana. Spent the night there. Flying ATC wagon C-46. Spotted wrecked
of plane on way. (I like to look out windows and was doing so when I
spotted the crash site. They had been hunting this aircraft for several days
and were happy I found it.)

Nov. 9. Left for Natal via Belem. Became a Short Shorter on crossing the equator.
Short Snorter: Impromptu ceremony upon crossing the equator (we were
told) where everyone on the aircraft gets to sign dollar bills and has to buy
drinks for all on board to become a Short Snorter.
Plenty warm! Forced landing at Adacento Field, Fortaleza, due to engine
trouble. Single engine in a C-46? Steaks in town 45 cents.
Nov 11. Left in a C-47 to Natal. Saw Joe E. Brown here. Bunch of our other crews
here at Natal already. Plenty hot!
Nov. 13. Went to town. Small and dirty and no good.
Nov. 15. Off at 3 a.m. in a C-87. Expect to hit Dakar in 10 hours. Arrived at 6 p.m.
Swell PX. Lots of dust, heat, mosquitoes, and the town is filthy!
Nov. 16. Left 10 a.m. Flew over Mts. with snow on them. Lots of desert also.
Marrakech. Quite cold and nice. Lots of mud villages on desert. Stopped
at Atar for gas. Middle of nowhere for sure.
Nov. 17. Left at 6 a.m. and hit Casablanca at noon. Pretty good town. Quite cold. First
time on metal landing strip. Casablanca to Oran. Oran to Algiers (Masion
Blanche Field). Had first raid (air raid on harbor). Don’t want some more.
Lots of rain. Very cold and you should see the mud!
Nov. 19. Masion Blanche to Tunis as field at Telergma is socked in. Field is all slit
trenches, shell, and bomb holes. Lots of Jerry planes. On to Telergma.
Nov. 20-24. Very barren and cold. Can’t drive stakes into ground because of
stones. Visited Constantine several times. Town built around deep gorge.
Left Telergma for 80 mile GI truck ride to Phillipville on the coast. Rain.
Nov. 29. Sleeping on ground. Lots of mud and rain. Had a swell Thanksgiving
dinner. Turkey, etc. Assigned to a “G” outfit.
Dec. 23. KUKU NUT GROVE OPENED. All old gang from Greenville Air Base arriving,
Prall, Archer, Davilla. Visited Tunis, Bizerte, and Bon while here. Some fun.
Dec.25. Beautiful day. Turkey for chow and fried chicken tonite. Wish I were
elsewhere right now. Lots of training here.
Dec.31. Letter (V-Mail) from Mom. Happy day.
Jan. 17. Been hunting (wild boar) and hiking all over hills in off time. No luck as
yet. Expect to go into combat in a few weeks.
Jan. 21. Left Phillipville at 15:00 ( 3 p.m.) and arrived on Corsica a couple of hours.
later. Billeted in buildings now and not bad. GI’s took over whole town.
22 min. from nearest enemy air base.
Jan.22. Briefed by Col. Hunter - Group CO. Told of new Anzio invasion our our
purpose for being here. Picked up Smitty for Cannoneer. Has 6 missions.
This is the end of my diary notations...except to list new combat
crewmembers:

Lt. Heller, Pilot, NY
Lt. Vosburgh, Co-Pilot, NY
Sgt. H.W. Smith, Cannoneer, Conn.
S/Sgt. J.A. Heaney, Radio/Waist Gunner, NY
S/Sgt. H. W. Campbell, Tail Gunner, Ohio
Woody (my nickname) Sgt. Armorer, Top Turret Gunner

(2009 Air Mileage)
Miami to Natal, Br
Dakar to Marrakech
Marrakech to Oran
Oran to Casablanca
Casablanca to Algiers
Algiers to Tunis
Tunis to Telergma

3730
1879
598
425
651
388
204

Total Air Miles

7875

